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 .txt version files and.zip 8.0 but you cant install it can you give me a good way how to install it? i think it will find windows 7,
and then windows 8 if it does not find them. then it will remove everything else Got it great tool that saves time and lives :)

Daghdha: its easy to install ubuntu normally from an iso on usb stick, or download the.iso file and burn to cd for install
lotuspsychje: So u are saying this is a issue with ubuntu? apt-get clean? Daghdha: if you got the right video card, you should

install ubuntu normally and an AMD card i would say? Daghdha: you can also try unetbootin to make a bootable usb stick, or
perhaps the Lubuntu iso Daghdha: did you check your video card chipset? No i did not check that.. Got some old pcs So i use

this to make a bootable CD Daghdha: what kind of chipset, is it amd or nvidia? AMD Daghdha: AMD = apu, the video card you
want to install ubuntu Daghdha: if you want to run ubuntu its a good choice to have I did not know that But then i had a toshiba
c-50 Which has that Daghdha: but also not amd/nvidia = dedicated performance card, you will need a hybrid card ok Sorry not

familiar with that I use toshiba c-50 which has amd Daghdha: hybrid can be an issue sometimes...if not all right, try ubuntu from
usb Is the case with f3e1b3768c
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